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RiConnect, 
Connect to Safety
Safety is essential. RiConnect is a critical asset management SaaS

(software as a service) solution composed of a reader, an NFC-

enabled electronic tag, and an application software system (APP).

According to the LOLER UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and

other standards all emphasize the importance that ensures the

lifting equipment is safe to use. RiConnect enables manufacturers,

distributors, asset owners, field operations employees, inspection

operators, and end-users to save and transfer information on one

platform from the entire life cycle of manufacturing, use,

maintenance, and retirement of products and assets to maintain

a safer working environment.

As a result, RiConnect provides a way to read asset information at

any time, anywhere and thus providing a more efficient way to

execute asset inspection management, which leads to cost and

time-saving. Even in harsh operating environments, it is easy to

obtain asset safety information and complete an asset inspection.

MANUFACTURERs need RiConnect

For manufacturers, RiConnect provides the manufacturer module to allow products
documentation digitization, so that all stakeholders on RiConnect can obtain the
product information under the corresponding authorized control. After the
manufacturer passes the RiConnect certification, it can prevent the product from being
counterfeited, and anyone can identify the authenticity of the product through the
RiConnect App. In addition, RiConnect can increase brand exposure to enhance the
brand value. It is worth mentioning that RiConnect is more convenient for follow-up
product traceability, convenient for return and exchange and maintenance management.

✓ Manufacturer Brand Exposure

✓ Worksheet List & Management

✓ Product Information Digitization

✓ Easy Retrieval of Product Information

✓ Product Specific Pre-use Check Template

✓ Generate Declaration of Conformity for Each Item

https://apps.apple.com/tw/app/riconnectapp/id1536884102


ASSET OWNERs need RiConnect

For asset owners, RiConnect provides the Asset Owner Module to let companies
manage their assets efficiently and accurately through cloud-based data on RiConnect.
According to the laws or regulations such as LOLER, asset owners have the
responsibility to provide employees with a safe working environment through Pre-use
Check. RiConnect can help you more conveniently execute Pre-use Check, set
inspection cycles and generate reminders. The Asset Owners also can query their assets
and test information anytime and anywhere to control their asset status, reducing
procurement costs. With RiConnect, let's go digital and work safer in an easier way!

✓ Manufacturer Authentication

✓ Asset Information Digitization

✓ Available Online/Offline to Check Asset Status

✓ Unique Detection Reminder Function of RiConnect App

✓ Unique Dashboard to Grasp the Asset Status at a Glance

✓ Location Management to Meet the Needs of Multi-regional Asset Management
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Ri Connect, Inc.

info@RiConnect.tech

Start your Critical Asset Management for free! 

www.RiConnect.tech

The purpose of these Pre-use Checks is to identify faulty
equipment. The operator of the equipment should act as the first
line of defence in identifying any faults or damage. Such checks
should be carried out before the lifting equipment is used during
each working day or at the beginning of each shift. The aim of such
checks is to pick up faults due to day-to-day wear and tear and
malfunction of safety-related equipment. If any defects are found
the operator should report and record the defect and not use the
equipment unless authorised to do so or, if competent to do so,
take appropriate action to record the fault and rectify it.

Regulation 8 Para.289,  LOLER ACOP

Don’t Skip the Pre-use Check
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